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Campaign Start-Up

5 key steps

20 Campaign Start-Ups, Global Experience, drilling
Knowledge and know how, Proven Reliance and
dependability...Beyond The Break deliver on time, on schedule, on expectation.

cultures, languages and people to increase operational integrity and performance.

Beyond The Break’s start-up team oversees 5 key steps that are proven globally across


1. alignment and preparation
Operations Integrity.
Right from the start

If you get the start-up right you will achieve 3 crucial
conditions essential for sustainable rig performance:
 Clear Expectations – Hurt free and spill free performance
 Drilling Leadership Expectations – Operations Integrity and Compliance
 Sustainable Safe Rig Performance – Engaged, Motivated, Performing Crews

2. Start Up Excellence

3. Rig Performance safety Coaching

Safety Leadership workshops
that deliver

Providing the skills and experience
you need at start-up

4. Rig Video Induction

5. HARTS

The global benchmark for induction,
any culture, any language

Bring hazard awareness into the
spotlight and minimise risk appetite

if you do this you deliver
high performance in operations.

With a Multi Country Master we can work with you,
No one does start-up’s better than us

1. alignment and preparation



operations integrity - right from the start

We work with you to establish expectations,
ensure people and processes are aligned and our
vision is shared, agreed upon and actioned.

Right from the start - Beyond The Break makes it happen
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2. Start-Up Excellence
safety leadership training/workshops

Start-Up Excellence is what the Safety
Leadership Workshop should be all about

Shared vision, shared mission, shared core values

experience

But it doesn’t happen overnight. In fact

When we understand what it

the evidence is pretty clear if there is

takes to achieve complete integrity

no common vision, shared and agreed

in operations, understand the

to, no opportunity for people to get to

relationship between hazard

know one another, no avenue to express

recognition and risk tolerance in

concerns about communication and

the environment that puts safety

how to resolve conflict – then it’s a long

first – we hit the ground running.



15 years experience



250+ workshops



20 countries and counting

road to success.

There should never be ‘them and us’.
It can only ever be ‘we, the team’
Our Safety Leadership workshop is a

We deliver when it counts, where it

direct reflection of your expectations.

counts, no matter the location, culture

Clear, Concise, Committed.

or language.

3. Rig Performance Safety Coaching
Inspire me - guide me - teach me
It takes special people to coach. They need experience, they need patience, they need
to be prepared to walk the talk day in day out with enthusiasm and commitment.

coaches need to lead, to engage teams,
encourage learning and inspire excellence.
Beyond The Break consists of a team of 25+ professionals working globally to
achieve high performance in operations. Our role is to work with you to challenge,
assist and help leaders and teams achieve high performance in rig operations.
Teams don’t mature overnight and every team is not necessarily going to
perform to expectation.

experience

performance

Our experience globally is respectful

Our track record delivers sustained

of culture, language and skill set.

performance through operations

If you want results be prepared to

that are hurt free and spill free.

be consistent and train the team to

We deliver when and where

achieve day in, day out.

it counts.

4. rig video induction
be part of the team

Nothing is more important for the new hand
than the first 60 minutes on board the rig
Whether it is the rig or the worksite

Beyond The Break has the experience,

evidence clearly shows that poor

the track record and the people to ensure

inductions have a direct correlation

your rig induction achieves what it needs

to new hands not feeling part of

to accomplish within the first 60 minutes

the team. More tragically we know

on-board. Through successful induction

that new hands find themselves in

new members are seamlessly welcomed

situations where injuries occur.

into the team and into your rig family.

They didn’t know what to do, how
to respond and who to talk to.

An induction should never be generic
Every team consists of different faces


Interview crews to deliver a clear succinct message of welcome



Engage leaders to be front line in the induction



Ensure the message is easily understood in any culture or language

Beyond The Break have the experience, the track record and the people to ensure
your rig induction achieves what it needs to accomplish within the first 60 minutes
on board. Bringing a new member into the team, into the rig family.

Make it personal, make it count, make it safe

5. HARTS

the benchmark audit in
operational performance

HA - RT - S

H azard A wareness & R isk T olerance S ustainably

Are day to day operations as safe as they
can be? Are you a high performing team?
Can you improve?
Sustainability in Performance.

But how do we deal with what is an

What is acceptable and what is not?

acceptable or unacceptable risk appetite?

We create habits and habitual

Three years in the making, 1500

behaviors are repetitive but not all

days of observed behaviour, collated

habits are positive.

evidence, benchmarked data and

We learn by doing, we improve through

demonstrable results.

repetition and we excel when we

HARTS is the culmination of multi-

develop the right habits through doing

site, multi-country research and

things the right way, day in day out.

development. HARTS encompasses

Every individual identifies hazards
differently. We perceive risk
independent of our acceptance,
our tolerance, for risk.

diverse culture, language and
operational experience. HARTS is

EXCELLENCE IN DAY TO DAY OPERATIONS
Achieving integrity in operations is a

and easy to understand. So why is it so

goal for every workplace. It looks simple

hard to achieve day to day excellence

enough. The elements are clear, concise

in safe operations?

HARTS benchmarks
three key elements
 Hazard Awareness and how
people accept the hazard

 Risk Tolerance and how daily
rig safety reflects this

 Sustainability in performance.

proven to reduce the tolerance for

What is accepted and what

risk behavior in operations.

is not?

Leadership Professional Development
for Operational Performance & excellence

Just because you’re a Manager doesn’t
make you a Leader...
Managers manage things, Leaders lead

to achieve high performance through

people. But it’s much more than that:

doing more than just the basics.

Great leaders inspire action, they earn
loyalty and they provide a platform

Leaders that are high performers hold
common values.



Honesty



Kindness



Loyalty



Wisdom



Perseverance



Courage



Creativity



Fairness

inspire excellence

Beyond The Break work with
leaders to inspire excellence. If

Good leaders aren’t born. They don’t
walk out of a school or an office. Like
athletes they perform because they
are willing to learn, willing to fail and
dare to dream of the possibilities.

you have the opportunity, we
have the pathway. Operational
excellence is the result of great
leaders leading teams that
perform and deliver.

proven global experience
we make it happen
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. . . we make it happen

global experience - we deliver when it counts
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